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About the author: Nivaldo Tro is currently president of the chemistry department at Westmont College in Santa Barbara, California, where he has been a faculty member since 1990. He received his bachelor's degree in chemistry from Westmont College and earned a phD in chemistry from
Stanford University for working on the development and use of optical techniques to study the adsorption and desorption of molecules to and from ultra-high vacuum surfaces. He then moved to the University of California, Berkeley, where he did postdoctoral research on ultra-fast reaction



dynamics in solution. Since coming to Westmont, Professor Tro has received grants from the American Chemical Society's Petroleum Research Fund, Research Corporation, and the National Science Foundation to study the dynamics of various processes occurring in thin acapa films
adsorbed on dielectric surfaces. Honored as Westmont's outstanding teacher of the year in 1994, 2001 and 2008, he was also named the university's outstanding researcher of the year in 1996. Professor Tro lives in Santa Barbara with his wife, Ann, and their four children, Michael, Alicia,
Kyle and Kaden. For leisure, he likes to read, write, snowboard, bike and other outdoor activities with his family. About this title may belong to another edition of this title. We'd love your help. Let us know what's wrong with this preview of Introductory Chemistry, Fifth Edition by Nivaldo J. Tro.
Chemistry is the scientific study of matter, its properties and interactions with other matter and energy. Chemistry is the scientific study of matter and its components. You can help us by reviewing, improving, and updating this response. Update this response After claiming a response, you
will have 24 hours to submit a draft. An editor will review the submission and post your submission or provide feedback. Next Answer Chapter 1 - The Chemical World - Exercises - Questions - Page 10: 6 Previous Answer Chapter 1 - The Chemical World - Exercises - Questions - Page 10:
4 Customizing Learning with MasteringChemistry® Assignable and Detailed Tutorials guide students through the most difficult topics in chemistry with personalized coaching. Easy to assign, they provide individualized feedback designed to help each student succeed. New! Interactive
simulations cover difficult chemical concepts. Written by leading authors in simulation development, they encourage understanding of student chemistry and clearly illustrate cause-and-effect relationships in areas of difficult subjects such as electrolysis, acid base assessment, and
calorimetry. Developed around interactive applets, PhET tutorials encourage understanding and active learning. Topics include acid-based solutions, chemical equations of balance and molecular polarity. Pause and prediction video quizzes bring chemistry to life with lab demonstrations key
issues. Students are asked to predict the outcome of the experiments while watching the videos. A set of questions challenges students to apply video concepts to related scenarios. New! The easy-to-use chemistry drawing tool allows students to draw a wide range of structures. New! Born
from twenty years of cutting-edge research, innovation and implementation of interactive teaching and peer instruction, Learning Catalytics™ allows you to evaluate student progress in real time, using open tasks to poll students' understanding. Allows you to: • Immediately understand
where students are and adjust their conference accordingly • Improve your students' critical thinking skills • Access rich analytics to understand student performance • Add your own questions so that learning catalytics exactly fit your course • Manage students' interactions with smart
grouping and NEW time! Adaptive tracking assignments are automatically customized for each student based on the strengths and weaknesses identified by parent assignment performance. These specific tasks give students the guidance they need to improve both their understanding of
the material and the performance of their class. New! Designed to enable students to study effectively on their own, Dynamic Study Modules help students quickly access the information they need to be more successful on quizzes and exams. Using a dynamic test-learning-retest process,
these modules fit the needs of each individual student and allow mastery of the material. They can be accessed on smartphones, tablets and computers, and results can be tracked in the MasteringChemistry Gradebook. Allow a deep conceptual understanding of conceptual control points
that reinforce the conceptual understanding of the most complex material. Strategically located throughout each chapter, they encourage students to think about concepts and solve problems without doing any math. Answers and explanations appear at the end of each chapter. New! The
fifth edition includes more than 20 new conceptual checkpoints, focused on visualizations and drawings requested by reviewers. These additions reinforce the program's focus on helping students understand all relevant concepts. New! Key learning results that correlate with chemical skills
and examples in end-of-chapter material and MasteringChemistry content have been added to each chapter section. section (after the introductory sections) includes at least one learning outcome that summarizes the key learning goal to help students focus and evaluate their progress.
New! Chapter self-assessment questionnaires at the end of each chapter provide opportunities for students to evaluate what they have learned. Each questionnaire consists of 10 to 15 multiple-choice questions similar to those found on standard exams. New! 3-4 The questions for the Wor k
Group have been to end-of-chapter problems in each chapter to facilitate the learning of guided research both inside and outside the classroom. Multipart molecular images represented through macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic perspectives allow students to better visualize and
therefore understand chemistry. • These multipart images help students see the relationships between the formulas they write on paper (symbolic), the world they see around them (macroscopic), and the atoms and molecules that make up that (molecular) world. • Abundant molecular views
reveal the connections between everyday processes visible to the eye and the activities of atoms and molecules. • Extensive labels and annotations for each illustration direct students to key elements in art and help them understand the processes represented. Three-part visual images
include a photograph of a real-world object or process, a representation of what is taking place at the molecular level (either superimposed or displayed as a magnified breakout), and a representation using chemical formulas. This three-tier view helps students visualize and understand key
concepts. In addition to structural formulas, many molecular formulas in the text are also represented with molecular illustrations for clarity and vividness. Macro/micro illustrations are also included. Using an irerquic method of image tagging, Introductory Chemistry presents complex
information in a clear and concise manner making the relationships between labels and related annotations immediately apparent to students. New! The coverage of atomic masses has been revised to reflect recent changes made by IUPAC that introduce more uncertainty into the atomic
masses. The periodic program table itself has been revised to reflect the recommended atomic masses for uns specified samples, including the use of the value of 32.06 amu for S and 6.94 amu for Li. Encourage the development of troubleshooting skills NEW! Twenty interactive examples
worked instruct students how to break down problems using Tro's Sort, Strategy, Solve and Check technique in an interactive digital format. These issues are incorporated into MasteringChemistry as assignable activities, and can also be accessed from links to the eText, QR code on the
back cover of the printed text, and the Instructor Resource Center (www.pearsonhighered.com/irc). In the Strategy for Many Examples step, students are asked to draw a solution map for the problem in question. This feature guides students through how to use conversion factors and
equations to the steps needed to get from the given to the unknown. Examples are presented in various formats that foster problem-solving skills and enable understanding. • All but the simplest examples are presented in a two-column format. The left column acts as the voice of the
instructor, instructor, the purpose of each step, while the right column shows how the step is executed. This format encourages students to think critically about problem solving and to see each step in the context of the overall plan. • Specific procedures for resolving certain types of
problems are presented in a three-column format. The first column describes the troubleshooting procedure and explains the reasoning behind each step. The second and third columns show how the steps are implemented for two typical examples. Seeing the method applied to two related
but slightly different problems helps students better understand the overall procedure.     Each example worked is followed by at least a similar but unworked skill-building exercise, which allows students to immediately test the problem-solving techniques they have just learned.    The For
More Practice feature, which follows each example worked, links to additional examples in the chapter and end-of-chapter issues, providing opportunities for students to practice the particular skills in question. New! Cross-references in text to the math index appear throughout the program,
to ensure that students are aware that mathematical help is available at their fingertips. Encouraging Interest in Chemistry In the attractive openings of chapters of the text, Dr. Tro provides a specific example of the concept in question to capture students' attention, recoils to make an
analogy more general and relatable, and then delves into details. This style of information presentation is reinforced by Dr. Tro's experiences in the classroom and is also commonly employed by other successful science writers. Four-rate interest boxes throughout the text keep students
involved in the course. • Daily chemistry boxes demonstrate the importance of chemistry in everyday situations, such as whitening hair. • Chemistry in the media boxes discuss chemical issues that have been on the news, such as the controversy over oxygenated fuels. • Chemistry and
Health boxes focus on biomedical issues as well as those related to personal health and fitness. • Chemistry boxes in the Environment discuss environmental issues that are closely related to chemistry, such as acid rain and ozone hole. Hole.
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